
Homeless Solutions, Inc. 

Board of Trustees Zoom Meeting 

Tuesday, April 27, 2021, 6:30 pm 
 
Present: George Goldman (Chair), Jim Nason (Vice Chair), Warren Estey, Mary LeBlanc, Diane 

Mann, Dan McGuire (CEO), Gary Pancoast, Georgia Papathomas, Steve Schroeder, Lee 

Taurman, Steve Trozinski, Tom Uhlman, Darla Wilkinson 
 
Also Present: Stephanie Cicale, Wes Gaynor, Shannon Muti, Awilda Perez, Sandra Rodriquez, 

Kari Szary and Christine Sutherland 
 
Special Guest: Carlos Rodriguez, CEO, Community Foodbank of New Jersey 
 
Excused: Colleen Bondy, Rob Schmitt, Buddy Scott and Megan Young 
 
The meeting was called to order by George Goldman, Board Chair, at 6:33pm. 
 
VOTE: Minutes of the February 23, 2021 Board meeting were approved as presented. Mike 

Gayda abstained and Warren Estey had not yet joined the meeting. 
 
The Board was joined by special guest Carlos Rodriguez, CEO, Community Food Bank of New 

Jersey. There were introductions and a question and answer period prior to the formal business 

meeting. Mr. Rodriguez was excused at the end of his session and the business meeting began 

at 7:20pm. 

 

CEO Report         Dan McGuire 

Dan McGuire, CEO, thanked Carlos and Tom Uhlman who arranged his visit. Dan also indicated 

that HSI is one of the 1,000 partners Carlos described. 

Dan shared that there are several positions that the organization hopes to bring on, including a 

new fundraiser and a position in the Programs and Services area. There will be some 

reorganizing to better meet needs and leverage existing talent. Both new positions look to be 

break-even propositions for this year and in the case of the fundraiser, the commitment is that 

the new revenues will outweigh the costs in the future. 

Dan then asked Kari Szary, Director of Human Resources, to speak on the “Ensure 

Organizational Strength and Stability” Pillar. 

Kari began with an update on the Employee Engagement Committee (EEC) indicating that the 

group is eager to get staff back together in person and set up outdoor activities for the staff. 

The EEC has started conversations on DEI and while the committee feels the support of the 

board and staff, the resources to bring in a DEI consultant are not there. Kari indicated she is 

working with Stephanie and Kevin Colman, Grant Writer, to seek out funding opportunities for 

DEI assistance. 



Moving on to talent resources, Kari reported that talent management is going great. Job 

structure and skillsets are being honored and understood better than they have in the past. 

Talent acquisition, however, is not moving as easily.  HSI has never had so many positions open 

at once and it is becoming virtually impossible to hire at low income rates.  

Lastly, Kari reported that 85% of the staff have been vaccinated and while getting the 

vaccination has been strongly encouraged it has not been mandated. 

Dan then invited Wes Gaynor, Director of Programs and Services, to provide an update on the 

county HVAC project in the Shelter. Wes shared the good news that the projects has actually 

started. The bad news is that there are going to be many months of disruption related to the 

project. The county and the contractor are also going to include asbestos abatement. All intake 

has been suspended during the project to accommodate the need to move people around 

somewhat as progress is made. 

Committee on Trustees       Darla Wilkinson 

Darla reported that the committee received and is pleased to put forward nominations for 

George Goldman to a second term as Chair and Mary Leblanc as a new Vice Chair to replace Jim 

Nason who is not eligible for another term on the Board. 

VOTE: The Board voted unanimously to approve George Goldman as Chair for the 2021-2022 

term.  

VOTE: The Board voted unanimously to approve Mary Leblanc as Vice Chair for the 2021-2022 

term. 

VOTE: The Board voted to approve the term renewals for Lee Taurman, Steve Trozinski, Tom 

Uhlman and Darla Wilkinson. Darla abstained from voting for herself. 

Darla then directed the boards’ attention to the biographies of two potential board or 

Corporate Advisory Committee members. She introduced Stephanie Cicale, Chief Development 

Officer, to update on the progress and plans for getting to know these two potential 

candidates. She asked that the board review the biographies in the packet and reach out with 

any potential connections. 

Expand Impact    Dan McGuire/Steve Trozinski  

Dan presented an update on the Promising Solutions (aka Ruth Davis Drive) project and 

negotiations with Family Promise. He proposed to move forward with phase two of the 

renovation to capture the momentum and availability of Habitat for Humanity. Habitat has 

been managing the renovation and saving HSI approximately $100,000 so far.  

Financial guardrails and expectations are still being worked out with Family Promise. 



Steve Trozinski reported on the Garden Level Shelter Renovations. Lia Construction is going to 

demo the downstairs before the HVAC project can start. The biggest obstacle to overcome will 

be moving shelter guests around as the renovations are being completed in each area. 

Sustainable Budget        Warren Estey 

Warren began by drawing the boards’ attention to the updated reporting coming out of the 

finance committee. There has been a marked effort to upgrade processes and professionalize 

the finance department outputs. The impact of Peter Milligan has also had a positive impact on 

the organization as well. 

The organization continues to benefit from the generosity of our community, grants and 

financial discipline. At the end of the first quarter, HSI’s loss was less than half the budgeted 

loss. 

Continue to Expand Fundraising      Mary LeBlanc 

Mary reported that the Bash Goes Dark exceeded expectations, bringing in at about $235,000. 

There was a loss of sponsors but individuals gave at the same level as if they had with the live 

event. They were very generous.  The new position we’re talking about for development will 

focus on individual giving, allowing Wendi Zimmerman to focus on marketing and branding and 

Stephanie to focus on major giving. 

The virtual wine tasting deadline is this Friday, so everyone who hasn’t signed up – please sign 

up. 

Stephanie indicated that she will be emailing each board member a list of ten names to reach 

out to with a thank you note or email. These are all first time donors who came to HSI through 

last year’s A Night in the Cold event.  

Other Business        George Goldman 

George Goldman then mentioned to the board that he will be reaching out to determine if 

anyone wants to change committee assignments. He also asked the board to think about 

expanding the guest speaker selection to possibly include members of the staff. He and Dan 

spoke briefly about this and would like the board’s feedback. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:29pm. 

 


